
Title: Improving Interactions Among IS Domain Knowledge Experts and IS Application 
Knowledge Experts for Creating Conceptual Models 

Summary: Conceptual modeling is an important task carried out during the development of information systems 
(IS). It involves analysts working with domain experts in some area to build a representation of the domain called a 
conceptual model. The creation of such models requires expertise of both IS knowledge and particular domain 
knowledge. As the two types of knowledge are often possessed by different individuals, the process of developing 
conceptual models becomes difficult and complex. This proposal plans to investigate the mechanisms that can be 
provided to experts to improve their interactions on creating high quality conceptual model and to test the 
effectiveness o/these mechanisms empirically. Using theories from cognitive psychology, an example based 
mechanism is suggested that might enhance the interactions among experts to create conceptual models. To test the 
effectiveness of such mechanism, a protocol analysis study is planned. In this study, experts will be asked to 
verbalize their thought processes while creating the models. Analysis of the thought processes (as protocols) will be 
done. It is anticipated that experts who will use the proposed mechanism will have less cognitive difficulty to 
develop the models as compared to the experts who will not have access to the mechanisms. 

Introduction: Conceptual modeling is an important task carried out during the development of 

information systems (IS) (Wand & Weber, 1993; Hoffer et aI. 2007). It involves analysts 

working with domain experts in some applications to build a representation of the domain called 

a conceptual model. The purpose of the conceptual model is to document features of the domain 

to be reflected in the IS. Stakeholders such as IS analysts use the models to communicate their 

understanding of the domain (Wand & Weber, 1993). 

Industry initiated conceptual models are now becoming prevalent. For example, to 

provide a standard description of concepts in the US health industry, the "Public Health 

Conceptual Data Model" was created (US Department of Health & Human Services, 2000). 

However, creation of such conceptual models requires application ofIS domain knowledge or 

ISDK (i.e. knowledge of representations, methods, techniques, and tools for IS development) and 

IS application knowledge or ISAK (i.e. knowledge of specific applications related to a business 

area such as health care) (Khatri et aI., 2006). Due to the complexity of these two types of 

knowledge, two different experts (ISDK and ISAK) are required to develop domain specific 

conceptual models (example Figure 1 in the Appendix). As ISDK expert has little knowledge of 

the specific domain application and vice versa, a unique situation is created where the two 
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